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NUTRIENT DENSE
& ENERGY PACKED

There’s more high-quality protein in every kibble of 
Ancestry, so smaller servings keep your pet active and 
full longer. We extrude our kibble at a high pressure, 

so more stays in every kibble. That means our kcals 
are precise, so you can switch formulas for rotational 

feeding, hassle-free.

Follow our Instagram page @ancestrypetfood and check our website at 
www.AncestryPetFood.com for deals!

50 Commerce Drive | Hauppauge, NY 11788

1-800-379-5235



We started in a little home kitchen, baking up cookies we could share with a begging, big-

eyes pup named Sammy. We’re still a small company, but we’ve expanded to give pets a 

better, more honest and more healthful way to live, not just snack. Making truly healthy 

pet food isn’t easy, but we care enough to pay attention to the details. We think your pet 

deserves that. As Pet Parents, we understand that your pets are an important part of your 

family – just as our pets are a part of ours! Their well-being is our passion and it drives 

us to source and use the highest quality ingredients available. With your pet’s nutritional 

needs and vitality at the forefront of our minds, we will never compromise nor waiver on 

our ingredients and standards. We are dedicated in producing the most premium food 

that Pet Parents throughout the world can serve their loving pets.

Follow our Instagram page @ancestrypetfood and check out our website at www.AncestryPetFood.com for deals!
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Balanced Nutrition
for Complete,
Holistic Health

We craft Ancestry Pet Food recipes carefully, from 
farm to kitchen to bowl.



Whole, Natural Ingredients

Meticulous Processing

Custom Options

We ask, “Would you eat this?”If not, it doesn’t go in the bag.

We follow pet food science, not trends.

Every pet is an individual, so we suit every taste (and allergy!)

No by-products, filler, or fractionalized ingredients.

The first ingredient is always the true first protein.

A full 75-80% of protein comes from the strongest animal sources.

Boosted with superfoods for an incredibly high 91-93% digestibility.

American Institute of Baking International certified, plus safety re-testing at every stage

Extruding kibble at high pressures to keep more protein in every kibble

Carefully balancing amino acids to exercise the digestive system

Compressing kibble to  remove air and reduce the risk of bloat

No by-products, filler, or fractionalized ingredients.

The first ingredient is always the true first protein.

A full 75-80% of protein comes from the strongest animal sources.

Boosted with superfoods for an incredibly high 91-93% digestibility.

All of that goes into every bag, guaranteed.
Still have questions? Just ask. We’re small enough to keep a 
detailed oversight on our products - from the sourcing and 
the science to the in-house labeling all the way down to the 
satisfaction of you and your furry family.

Find the full ingredient lists, 
nutritional analyses and feeding 

guidelines at

AncestryPetFood.com
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